
My Mill is Better than Yours! - Show And Tell Part 1 
  
February’s club meeting saw the demonstration of 4 of the club member's grain mills.  By 
pure luck the mills brought in for show and tell essentially represented the range mill styles 
which are available to the homebrewer. 
These are the mills: 
 
 

 

 
Asher Mitchell - Single Knurled Roller Kim Hartley – Homemade Dual Brass Roller 

  
John Manwaring - Turbo Charged Porket Mill  Alan McKinnon - Two roller "Barley Crusher" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  



Lets Crank them up! 
 
Each mill was put through its paces to demonstrate how it is operated and to get a sample 
crush of grain for comparison with the other mills (thanks go to John for bringing in a whole lot 
of old grain for us to use and make a good fun mess of the hall) 
  
First up was Kim’s impressive looking home made hand cranked dual brass roller mill.  The 
rollers are quite large in diameter, some 100mm or more and as such no knurling is needed 
on the rollers do draw in the grain in.  This resulted in the grain being cracked very gently, and 
as you can see in the photos of the sample crush, the husks are still very much in tact with 
the internals nicely exposed.  The commonly believed definition for a ‘good crush’ is to 
expose the internals of the grain as much as possible, whilst leaving the external husks 
relatively intact.  
Due to the large size of the rollers in Kims mill the crush rate is fast…provided the arm 
cranking power is up to the job! 
The Cost…… Many hours driving the streets on council pickup days! 
  
Next up was my mill, not nearly as impressive nor creative as Kim’s, my mill is a US made 
"Barley Crusher".  It’s built from aluminium and uses two smaller diameter (30mm) knurled 
rollers to crush the grain.  My mill has been motorised using a car windscreen wiper motor.  I 
chose this as it provides the reasonable amount of torque needed to turn the driving roller but 
does so at a slow speed (~50rpm).  Previous to the wiper motor I tried an el-cheapo electric 
drill but found it had to be run at a relatively high speed to provide the torque necessary 
maintain the crush which I found to be shredding the grain.  I put this down also to the fact 
that only one of the rollers is driven in the Barley Crusher with the other roller turned by the 
grain being pulled through.   
With the wiper motor it takes me some 30 minutes to crush my standard 10kg grain bill, which 
is by no means fast.  On my normal brew day I’m still waiting for the hot liquor to get to temp 
during the crush time anyway, so the tortoise like speed doesn’t bother me. 
My mill results in a crush which is somewhat harsher than Kim's with a larger proportion of the 
husks slightly torn.  The internals of the barley is well exposed and I typically get 75 - 80% 
efficiency in my mashes with no stuck sparging problems. 
The cost of the mill was ~$260, and the wiper motor was found for free. 
  
Ashers mill is a somewhat different design to the first two.  It uses a single knurled roller in a 
housing which crushes the grain between the roller and a metal plate. A commercial example 
of this style is the “Philmill 1”. Asher’s is a take-off of this design manufactured in Sydney by 
ESB. The flat plate has also been modified by bending it at radius slightly more than the roller 
for better grain pickup/draw through. The mill has been mounted on a board and driven by an 
el-cheapo electric drill.  The mill crushes very efficiently doing around 5kg in just a few 
minutes. 
The crush is quite similar to my Barley Crusher, if anything the grain is slightly more 
pulverised.  But this may also be due also to Ashers liking for a very fine crush. 
I have used this mill several times myself and found to get good efficiency (75-80%) without 
sparging problems. 
The mill cost $180 and drill can be had for ~$20. 
  
After using Ashers i honestly thought i had seen grain crushed fast......but then there was 
Johns.   A simple Porkert mill, which crushes grain between two flate plates rather than the 
rollers of the other designs.   Johns mill is powered (and I do mean powered!) by a washing 
machine motor (direct drive - no step down gearing here!!!) which makes short work of 
crushing grain as the mill inhales grain. 
The Porkert mill is generally considered to be the most harsh crushing methods in that the 
grain is fairly well torn apart.  The picture of the crush shows this to be the case in that the 
grain husks are more torn apart than each of the other types of mills. 
A hand wound Porkert mill can be had for under $100… 
 
The Crush Comparison follows….. 



  
Johns Mill Kims Mill 

 
 

My Mill Ashers Mill 
 
 
So which mill is the best….. 
 
All mills crushed the grain sufficiently to expose the internals for mashing, Kims was probably 
the gentlest to the husks and Johns maybe tore the husks a little more than the others. 
 
I cannot comment further on the how the different crush affects the final tasting in the beers.  
The show and tell did however show and demonstrate each of the types of mills (2 roller 
knurled, 1 roller, 2 roller smooth, Porket) which are commonly available to the homebrewer 
and each of the brewers has been successfully using their mill to make beer. 
 
Next on the Show and Tell Agenda….Mash Tuns. 


